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SANDY LANE, ELSEWHERE

Barbados

Elsewhere is the epitome of grand tropical luxury offering ten bedrooms spread over three buildings all set

within a mature tropical garden on the Sandy Lane Estate. This wonderful property has a wonderful,

elevated position enjoying cool breezes and is a quick 5-minute drive from Sandy Lane Beach.

This wonderful holiday villa has a rustic Mediterranean charm with high end luxury finishes through

creating a one-of-a-kind experience for guests. The main house houses six of the ten bedrooms all of which

are ensuite, as well as the main living room which flows out to the courtyard and large swimming pool.

The remaining four bedrooms are set over two distinct stand-alone cottages one just off the pool deck and

the other set within the gardens with a its own private lawn perfect for relaxing with a cup of coffee in the

morning.

Guest staying at Elsewhere will enjoy all the benefits of staying on Sandy Lane including use of the Sandy

Lane Property Owners Beach Facility with complimentary beach loungers and umbrellas, onsite bar and

changing services and some of the best swimming on the West Coast of Barbados. There is a myriad of

activities close by with dining in Holetown, shopping in Lime Grove Lifestyle Center, Golf at Royal

Westmoreland and much more.

The villa also comes with a full compliment of staff including a Butler, Cook and Housekeeper to ensure

that you are pampered during your stay. The cook is excellent at blending local Barbadian dishes with

international influences to create a culinary showcase you will be talking about when you get home and

dreaming about for when you return to Elsewhere on your next holiday.

Elsewhere is a perfect fit for anyone travelling to Barbados with our own Rihanna having stayed and the

legendary singer Pavarotti gracing the grounds with his presence and beautiful music. This villa truly

makes you feel at home.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $4,500 US /night 

Yes
Name:

Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  10

Bathrooms:  10

Listed:  25 Oct 2023
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